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CONFLICT TRENDS

Brief Points2016 was the fifth most violent 
year in the world since the end 
of the Cold War. While violence 
levels were lower than in 2014 
and 2015, ongoing conflicts with 
serious regional impacts are 
challenging the international 
community’s ability to ensure 
global peace.
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• There was a decline in battle casualties 
in 2016. 14% fewer people died in 2016 
as a direct result of conflict than in 
2015, and 22% fewer than in 2014.

• The number of armed conflicts in the 
world declined slightly from 52 in 2015 
to 49 in 2016.

• The internationalized conflicts in Syria, 
Iraq, and Afghanistan have the highest 
number of casualty levels globally.

• The trend in the increasing interna-
tionalization of conflicts is concern-
ing, as these conflicts, on average, last 
longer, are more violent, and are more 
difficult to solve. 
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Recent Trends

The number of armed conflicts in the world in 
2016 was 49 according to the Uppsala Conflict 
Data Program (UCDP). Over 102,000 people 
were killed as a direct consequence of armed 
conflicts in 2016, a decline from 131,000 in 2014 
and 119,000 in 2015. Yet, the level of violence 
currently seen is higher than any other time in 
the post-Cold War period, with 2016 the fifth 
most deadly year on record since 1989.

Since the end of the Cold War, the trend in 
armed conflict has been generally downward, 
as seen in Figure 1. Yet in recent years, we have 
seen upsurges in both the number of conflicts 
and in the severity of war. Does this portend an 
end to the waning of war?

The total number of conflicts increased from 41 
in 2014 to 52 in 2015, and decreased only slight-
ly to 49 in 2016. The number of wars – conflicts 
with more than 1,000 battle deaths – increased 
from 11 in 2015 to 12 in 2016. The two conflicts 
that passed the threshold to war (1,000 bat-
tledeaths) – Syria-IS and Somalia-Al Shabaab – 
became significantly more violent in 2016. The 
number of minor armed conflicts (25,999 battle-
deaths) decreased from 41 to 37, a decrease of 4 
conflicts from 2015.

The twelve wars in 2016 accounted for 94% of 
all battle deaths, whereas the 37 minor con-
flicts accounted for only 6% of the total. There 
is stability in the pattern of the largest con-
flicts: Of the twelve wars, nine were also cat-
egorized as wars in 2015. Yemen, Iraq, Nigeria, 
Syria, Afghanistan, and Somalia had continu-
ations of ongoing wars in 2016. Syria repre-
sented 46% of the world’s battle deaths in 2016, 
Afghanistan 21%, and Iraq 13%. Casualty num-
bers decreased in Ukraine, South Sudan, and 
Pakistan to the point where they are no longer 
considered to be experiencing war but rather 
minor armed conflict. Sudan, Turkey, and Libya 
joined the list of countries experiencing war in 
2016. Concerningly, violence levels nearly tri-
pled in Turkey. Violence declined significantly 
in Nigeria, Pakistan, Ukraine, and Yemen, al-
though Yemen and Nigeria in particular remain 
highly deadly conflicts.

Many internal armed conflicts continue to be 
internationalized: of the 47 intrastate conflicts 
in 2016, external states contributed troops to at 
least one of the sides in 18 of them (38%). The 
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decline in conflicts from 1992 to 2003 was due to 
fewer conflicts starting anew than the number 
ending. The accumulation of conflicts over the 
course of the Cold War resulted from more wars 
starting than ending. To further reduce the num-
ber of conflicts in the world today, not only must 
we work to resolve the on-going conflicts, but we 
must also try to prevent others from starting.

Battle casualties do not follow the same pattern 
as the number of armed conflicts. Figure 3 on 
the next page shows the number of battle deaths 
per million in the world (UCDP and PRIO data). 
(The per capita comparison controls for the 
growing global population.) The number of bat-
tle casualties peaked in the early 1950s. Despite 
the low number of conflicts, this period con-
tained some of the most deadly wars in the post–
World War II era, notably the Chinese Civil War 
(1946–1949) and the Korean War (1950–1953). 
Wars, such as Vietnam, Iran-Iraq, Afghanistan, 
DRC, and Ethiopia-Eritrea account for the sub-
sequent peaks. The general pattern is one of de-
cline, with each peak falling short of its prede-
cessor. The small rise in battle casualties evident 
today results mostly from the civil war in Syria.

Islamic Extremism

Utopian ideologies are a potent threat to peace. 
In the previous century, fascism and commu-
nism were the main obstacles to peace. Today, 
political Islam presents the gravest challenge.

increasing internationalization of conflicts in 
the past few years is worrisome as such con-
flicts, on average, last longer, are more violent, 
and are more difficult to solve.

Trends in Conflict

The Uppsala Conflict Data Program (UCDP), 
the leading provider of statistics on political vio-
lence, has identified 280 distinct armed conflicts 
since 1946. This includes all organized military 
conflict over government or territory involving 
one or more state government(s) and causing at 
least 25 battle-related fatalities in a year. Figure 
1 displays the number of conflicts around the 
world by type and year since 1946. Two trends 
over the long term are immediately detectable.

First, colonial and interstate conflicts, which ac-
counted for half of all armed conflict early in 
the period, have waned. Today, the predominant 
form of conflict is internal to a state, although 
quite often involving external state actors.

The second trend is the distinct rise in the num-
ber of civil conflicts, peaking in 1991, followed 
by a decline. 1991 witnessed 52 armed conflicts, 
in contrast to 2003 with 32. Since 2003 the num-
ber of armed conflicts has risen and fallen, 
ranging between 30 and 52.

This pattern of rising and falling numbers is sim-
ply due to the onset of new conflicts set against 
the number of conflicts that end. The steep 

Figure 1: Number of armed conflicts by type of conflict, 1946-2016
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Figure 2 to the left summarizes the 87,000 
people killed in armed civil conflict over the 
past year. The colors in the graph differentiate 
between conflicts, with varieties of blue indi-
cating that at least one party is affiliated with 
some strand of political Islam. A large propor-
tion of conflict-related casualties are occurring 
in conflicts involving Islamic State (IS), includ-
ing Syria, Afghanistan, and Iraq. Organized 
violence across all IS-related conflicts increased 
from 39,100 in 2015 to 41,300 in 2016. The 
greatest increase in IS-related violence occurred 
in Syria, Turkey, Libya, and Afghanistan. Syria 
is the deadliest war since the end of the Cold 
War. Since 2012, about half of all war casualties 
around the world have occurred in this country. 
The exponential increase in violence in Turkey 
is due to the IS-related conflict there, as well as 
to the conflict in Kurdistan, which reached more 
than 1,000 battle deaths.

Daesh Allegiance

The main reason for the strong increase in the 
number of conflicts over the past few years is 
the proliferation of local Islamic groups that 
now pledge allegiance to the Daesh (also known 
as Islamic State). Conflicts involving Daesh in a 
conflict dyad took place in 12 countries in 2016, 
the same number as in 2015, but with two new 
conflicts: Afghanistan, Cameroon, Egypt, Iraq, 
Jordan, Libya, Niger, Nigeria, Pakistan, Russia, 
Syria and Yemen. Jordan and Pakistan were re-
corded as new IS conflicts, while the IS conflicts 

in Chad and Lebanon of 2015 did not pass the 25 
battle deaths threshold to be counted as minor 
conflicts.

These conflicts and organizations were active 
prior to 2015, so the number of conflicts re-
flects primarily the shifting orientation of these 
groups from toppling governments to estab-
lishing ‘Islamic Caliphates’. For example, the 
conflict in West/Central Africa involving Boko 
Haram, which has now pledged allegiance to 
Daesh, was counted as one conflict in 2014. In 
2015 it was split into six conflicts: four involving 
Daesh in Cameroon, Chad, Niger and Nigeria, 
and two involving Boko Haram in Cameroon 
and Nigeria prior to the group changing its alle-
giance to Daesh. Five of these conflicts were also 
active in 2016, all except in Chad.

Thus, while the number of conflicts is concern-
ing, we are not witnessing a spread of conflict to 
many new geographical areas, or a proliferation 
of entirely new conflicts, but rather the rise of 
new actors and motivations for conflict.

Has the Waning of War Ended?

 The general increase in the number of conflicts 
is neither a blip nor a trend, but something in 
between. Only a small pool of countries exhib-
its any significant likelihood of becoming em-
broiled in war. For these countries, latent con-
flict is ever present, ready to escalate to minor 
armed conflict, or to war.Figure 2: The most deadly conflicts in 2016

Figure 3: Battle deaths per 1 000 000 people, 1946–2016
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THE PROJECT PRIO
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The Conflict Trends project aims to answer 
questions related to the causes of, conse-
quences of and trends in conflict. The project 
will contribute to new conflict analyses within 
areas of public interest, and works to produce 
thorough and quality-based analysis for the 
Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, which 
together with the World Bank funded the 
research presented here.

The Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO) is a 
non-profit peace research institute (estab-
lished in 1959) whose overarching purpose 
is to conduct research on the conditions for 
peaceful relations between states, groups and 
people. The institute is independent, interna-
tional and interdisciplinary, and explores is-
sues related to all facets of peace and conflict.

Since World War II, this pool of candidates has 
shrunk. Every year some portion of these candi-
dates will experience war or minor armed con-
flict. The portion involved in fighting thus de-
termines the upswings and downswings in con-
flict trends. The severity of these conflicts, and 
whether they continue, is shaped by a number 
of factors, including: the number of actors in-
volved in the conflict, their relative strength, the 
type of warfare, the nature of foreign interven-
tion, and porous borders. Given these factors, 
we should expect to see the wars in Syria, Iraq, 
Afghanistan, Pakistan, Ukraine, and Yemen to 
continue into the near future.

The bubbles on the map above show where 
most deaths due to civil war occurred in 2016. 
Presently, this is one of the indicators proposed 
to track progress along target 1 of Sustainable 
Development Goal number 16: “Significantly re-
duce all forms of violence and related death rates 
everywhere”.
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Large bubbles represent substantial battle casu-
alties associated with civil war. Small dots rep-
resent armed conflict with low levels of battle 
casualties. Several large red overlapping bubbles 
can be seen in the Middle East. Given the num-
ber of actors involved in these wars, plus foreign 
intervening powers, the porous borders, and 
relative force levels of belligerents, the wars in 
Syria and Iraq are likely to continue to take their 
toll in years to come.

Despite these negative trends, there are signs of 
hope for some of the most long-lasting, intrac-
table conflicts. A peace agreement was finally 
signed in Colombia in 2016 with the main rebel 
group, FARC, and the government is currently 
negotiating a separate agreement with a second 
rebel group, the ELN. Battle deaths have de-
clined dramatically in the country. Violence has 
also declined in one of the main conflicts in the 
Philippines (Mindanao), and overall conflict-re-
lated deaths have declined in the country.

For the next five years, we should expect to see 
the number of conflicts in the world to remain 
somewhere between 30 and 40. Since the 1950s, 
the number killed in warfare has generally de-
clined. Since 1992, just after the end of the Cold 
War, the number of armed conflicts in the world 
fell continuously. Since 2013, we have seen 
a rise in both the number of conflicts and in 
battle casualties. Nationalism and religious ex-
tremism lie behind much of this uptick. In the 
short-run, we should not see major changes in 
conflict trends. Despite ongoing conflicts, in the 
broader Middle East in particular, we can expect 
the longer-term trend in the decline of war and 
battle deaths to continue as democratization 
and development proceed. Yet there is still an 
urgent need to invest in both conflict resolution 
and prevention efforts so as to ensure that the 
march towards global peace continues.  

Figure 4: Bubble map of battle deaths in 2016


